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Throughout 2021 to 2023, the AR landscape has evolved notably. The need 
for reliable forecasting has become more pronounced amidst a decline 

in cash and credit availability, necessitating a deeper reliance on 
cutting-edge analytics and AI to sharpen financial foresight.

On the flip side, there seems to be a positive shift towards reducing 
labor-intensive collection activities through the adoption of automation 

and digital payment methods, resulting in a decrease in the graph. 

Additionally, the need for greater reporting and visibility into AR operations 
has escalated as businesses increasingly integrate sophisticated ERP 

and AR management platforms. Bear in mind that though the common 
denominator is a definite shift to AR automation, there remain gaps that 
automation alone cannot fill, requiring close collaboration with human 
counterparts to create a synergy that is as close to perfect as possible. 

High growth is a goal of most organizations, but according to the survey, 
three key areas within AR could potentially become bottlenecks if subjected 

to growth without the corresponding scaling of operations.  
 

These areas are cash application, collections, and reconciliation. Cash 
application, the process of matching incoming payments to their respective 

invoices, is highlighted as particularly vulnerable to increased complexity 
and volume, emphasizing the need for more sophisticated automation 
solutions. Collections, the effort to retrieve unpaid dues, follows closely, 

calling for advanced predictive analytics to efficiently prioritize and 
manage accounts. Lastly, reconciliation, the act of ensuring the accuracy 

of financial records, emphasizes the importance of integrating robust 
software that can handle complex scenarios at a larger scale. 

Understanding these pivotal areas provides companies with a roadmap to 
preemptively address scalability challenges, ensuring operational efficiency 

and sustained growth without having to reactively add on resources. 

This last challenge looks at the effects of fraudulent activities within 
the context of AR. Payment redirection accounted for 25%, illustrating how 

many AR professionals have endured financial loss or significant inconvenience 
due to redirected payments. Financial fraud is only becoming more prevalent, 
developing in parallel with technological advancement, which only reinforces 

the necessity for enhanced vigilance and security measures.

Dominating the graph, however, are payment security concerns, coming in 
at a staggering 70%, which underscores the growing emphasis on inbound 
payment security. Over the past two years, businesses have recognized this 
area as increasingly imperative, reflecting a shift towards prioritizing robust 

security frameworks to safeguard against evolving threats. As time passes, it 
only becomes more important for companies to intensify their focus on securing 

transactions in the face of these vulnerabilities.
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What can the challenges of accounts receivables teach us?
The accounts receivable (AR) landscape continues to increase in complexity, making an 
already multi-faceted function even more difficult to streamline. As businesses globally 

face the complexities of an evolving economic environment, the shift towards leveraging 
innovative technologies and methodologies in AR processes has become imperative. 

Based on a compelling webinar between Craig Jeffery, Founder and Managing Partner 
of Strategic Treasurer and Anthony Mignogna, Vice President of Strategic Solutions 

Engineering at Corcentric, let’s take a look at the three pertinent AR challenges as cited in 
the 200-respondent Modernizing Accounts Receivable Processing: 2023 survey.

ABOUT CORCENTRIC

Corcentric is a leading global provider of best-in-class procurement and 

finance solutions. We offer a unique combination of technology and 

payment solutions complemented by robust advisory and managed 

services. Corcentric reduces stress and increases savings for procurement 

and finance business leaders by forming a strategic partnership to 

diagnose pain points and deliver tailor-made solutions for their unique 

challenges. For more than two decades, we’ve been a trusted partner who 

delivers proven results. To learn more, please visit www.corcentric.com. 
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A stronger future for accounts receivable 
In conclusion, as we traverse the intricate world of AR in today’s fast-
paced and technologically advanced business environment, it’s clear 
that staying ahead of the curve is not just an option but a necessity. 

The insights gained from both the webinar and this infographic greatly 
highlight the importance of adopting and scaling innovative AR 

practices to address challenges head-on, from improving forecasting 
accuracy to enhancing operational efficiency and fortifying against 
fraudulent activities. For businesses looking to not only survive but 

thrive in this dynamic landscape, exploring managed AR solutions can 
be a game-changer. Corcentric’s Managed AR offering stands at the 
forefront of empowering businesses with the tools, technology, and 

expertise required to streamline AR processes, improve financial health, 
and drive growth. We encourage you to reach out to us today to begin 

a partnership to transform your accounts receivable operations and set 
your business on a path to sustained success.
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